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Dear Tom, erii4,'"/111  

Another of those matte= Ix want to inform you about is the fact of the 'eelig/ Rockefeller Conmisaion exaeination of the JFK autopsy material, the eircumstanoes and my opinion. 

From what I have gathered, without reking any investigation but from dependable sources An and connected with Dallas, the only real "investigation" other than hearing from witnesses in secret Ilea related to the JFK assassination. This has as its excuse the wild and irresponsible charges made mostly but not exclusively by Dick Gregory and Ralph Schoenman. 
There has been a major effort, with the FBI, to build an entirely unnecessary and in every way auorreauely extesnive ease aminet fictions like the so-tailed "tramp" pictures on which no work at all was necessary; the wrong claims made for the Zapruder film alone, that is, divereed for other evidence; and even questioning of Dallas cops and former Jack Ruby strippers as recently as a few days ago, after it was reported that the entire investigation was completed and the report was being completed. 

As was done under Ramsey Clark years ago a pertisan panel of experts was appointed to make an examination of the autopsy material, including what is cebeeed by the letter agreement between Burke Marshall and GU. 
A young friend has engaged the Archives in correspondence of this. to has sent me a copy of their replies to his questions, by James O'Neill, Acting ArChivist, stamp dated Nay 14,1975. 
As they relate to lahall this letter rayn: 
"Mr. Burke Marshall WA notified that the proposed examination was to be made, and he did not object or specificielly agree to the exauiaation."(Page 1) 
"Tue provisions of the deed of gift for a detereination by Mr. Burke Marshall of the qualifications of those who wish to examine the autopsy materials applies only 0 private researchere." (Page 2.) 
This panel's "examination occurred on April 18, 1975, for about six hours." Of this time it "spent about an hour and a half eviewing the Zapruder elides." In addition it studied the Zapruder film but "No arrangements were wade or re-quested for vieuine the Zapruder film is slow motion." 
What this means is that not counting the time spent on the movie, which  laves even less time for it, the panel spent less than four and a half hours on the other evidence. One member, Dr. Olivier, didn't stay for all of that. In my opinion it is not possible to understand the movie without using slow motion. 
The Rockefeller Cozeission "requestedrinnlyi of the pictures of JFK's clothing those "Published by the Warren Commission or the FBI." (This can be quite important in the future, as I'll explain if there is need.) 
The panel also spent time withete the other movies'', the whole bullet and frage manta "the autopsy report, the 'memorandum of transfer' ...President Kennedy's cloth-ing..." It "was furnished. copies of the deed of gift..." Why it vented thit for any non-propaganda purpose I can't imagine but I am reminded of the large anti-Kennedy campaiga most recently in the form of loas of plots against I:este° during the JFK administration; when authenticated ones began under Eisenhower and Nixon. I do not see any other teed for this kind of pemel to even read the memo of transfer. Particularly not if it had serious evidentiary intereetseind,agy examination of this stuff further reduced the time available for study of the actual evidence. 
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Belin and Robert Olson, general counsel, were both present. All the reports are that Olson was in charge of the Dallas operations. 
What can be the purpoeee of thin l'Ind  of operation when tho Rockefeller/ Commiseioa's =date is to investigate the CIA? 
VAX Ass: there was no need for the baked-up work with the "tramp" pictures, so also was there none with any of the autopsy matari4ifZievire exists an official study, made by the Clark panel, and its conalusions it- 	that any inquiry i Isgitimate intereete needs. It would be adequate to state that under the direct= of the then Attorney General a paael of eminent esparto ourailurka that....And nothing ales. 
But once I eh** loose thrt 1/27/64 transcript and later that of 1/22/64 and especially with what I did with the first and with what Ford did with it and made it all public, there developed potentially the moot serious political problem for Ford and his whitewasher Belin (on whom there is an incredible story the press has had no interest in). 

It is not merely that the Rockefeller Commismion can select the most irrational of the wildest charges against the CIA and now say se/ have examined them and they merely prove that the CIA is accused of original sin. This will balance nicely with an admission of some of the charges already public against the CIA and perhaps some it can be considered the Church committee will have to deal with. It is not aerely as contrived defense of the CIA. 
Bain is a virtual psychopath about the Warren 4port. "a cannot control him-silf or what he is driven to say. Whatever a shrink would say of this I'm telling you that he, personally, faked and suppressed evidenoe - both - sithout whieh it could not even be alleged that Oswald was at the scene of either Crime. 411 the credible evidence is that he was not and could not hese bean. 
Remember that in the course of ripping off and selling that 1/27/64 top secret transcript for profit the same Ford who now appointe the same Lelia to "invests sate„  the CIA also then deleted every adverse reference to it without indicating any editing and actually pretending there had been none. 
In this ooneext I easgest the only real purpose that can be served by these totally unnecessary investigations are anti-Kennedy, pro-Warren Caw:Legion and ere-Ford and Bann, Those investiaaations can help tae FDE a little too. But they are not part of en investigation of the CIA and not necessary in either a defense of it against unfair charges or an overt whitewash. 
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